Abstract. The dual HF radars comprising the Tasman International Geophysical Environment Radar (TIGER) system often observe localized high-velocity F-region plasma flows (≥1500 m/s) in the midnight sector (20:00-02:00 MLT) at magnetic latitudes as low as =60 • S. The flow channels exhibit large variability in the latitudinal extent and electric field strength, and are similar to the subauroral polarization stream or SAPS, a plasma convection feature thought to be related to the polarization electric field due to the charge separation during substorm and storm development. In this study, the 2-D plasma drift velocity within the channel is derived for each of the two TIGER radars from the maximum velocities measured in all 16 radar beams within the latitudinally narrow channel, and the time variation of the subauroral electric field is examined near substorm onset. It is demonstrated that the flow channel often does not have a clear onset, rather it manifests differently in different phases of its evolution and can persist for at least two substorm cycles. During the growth phase the electric fields within the flow channel are difficult to distinguish from those of the background auroral convection but they start to increase near substorm onset and peak during the recovery phase, in contrast to what has been reported previously for auroral convection which peaks just before the substorm onset and falls sharply at the substorm onset. The response times to substorm onset range from −5 to +40 min and show some dependence on the substorm location with longer delays observed for substorms eastward of the radars' viewing area. The propagation velocity of the high-velocity region is also investigated by comparing the observations from the two closely-spaced TIGER radars. The observations are consistent with the notion that the polarization electric field is established with the energetic ions drifting westward and equatorward from the initial substorm injection. The ion injection front can precede that of the electrons and hence substorm onset resulting in a negative response time of a few minutes.
Introduction
In-situ plasma convection observations by low-orbit satellites identified latitudinally narrow regions of very strong westward plasma flows termed Polarization Jets or PJ (Galperin et al., 1973) , Subauroral Ion Drifts or SAID (Spiro et al., 1979) , and Subauroral Electric Fields or SAEF (Karlsson et al., 1998) . PJ/SAID/SAEF were proposed to occur whenever the inner plasma sheet electrons and ions separate radially establishing the poleward polarization electric field in the low conductivity region equatorward of the electron precipitation (Southwood and Wolf, 1978) . This separation frequently occurs soon after the substorm injection with the plasmasheet ions penetrating deeper into the inner magnetosphere on the dusk side so that PJ/SAID are often said to be a substorm-related phenomenon (e.g. Anderson et al., 1993) . A similar situation occurs during magnetospheric storms when strong convection electric field produces a substantial radial separation between the inner edges of the plasmasheet ions and electrons. Consequently, wider regions of enhanced plasma convection covering up to 5 • magnetic latitude were shown to be regularly observed by the Millstone Hill incoherent scatter radar (MH ISR) during disturbed conditions equatorward of the electron precipitation and auroral convection cells (Foster and Vo, 2002) and an encompassing term Subauroral Polarization Stream or SAPS has been proposed (Foster and Burke, 2002) .
Similar substorm-related features in plasma convection have been identified using coherent VHF radars at subauroral latitudes (Unwin and Cummack, 1980; Freeman et al., 1992) and most equatorward radars in the Super Dual Auroral Radar Network (SuperDARN or SD) of coherent HF radars (Parkinson et al., 2003; Koustov et al., 2006; Oksavik et al., 2006) . Parkinson et al. (2003) have observed substorm-associated enhancements in plasma convection with the Bruny Island SD radar and introduced a new term Auroral Westward Flow Channel or AWFC, while Koustov et al. (2006) have stopped short of directly associating AWFC observed with the King Salmon SD radar and SAPS. Finally, Oksavik et al. (2006) have used satellite observations of auroral activity and in situ electric fields to conclude that flow channels seen by the mid-latitude Wallops Island SD radar were manifestations of SAPS.
Published by Copernicus Publications on behalf of the European Geosciences Union. 2580 R. A. Makarevich and P. L. Dyson: Dual HF radar study of the subauroral polarization stream A range of observational techniques and different criteria for identification of features in the data used by researchers have made the task of studying the relationship between SAPS and substorms somewhat difficult and hence mechanisms responsible for the SAPS generation. In this regard, an important question is the SAPS onset timing in relation to the substorm onset. Anderson et al. (1993) have demonstrated that SAID occur more than 30 min after the substorm onset and almost always during the substorm recovery phase. In the same study, however, in several cases enhanced ion drifts below the threshold value of 1000 m/s (used for SAID identification) were observed during expansion phase. Delays between substorm onset and SAID as low as 10 min were observed by Unwin and Cummack (1980) and Karlsson et al. (1998) with the empirical model of Galperin (2002) implying the generation of PJ within 5-10 min from substorm onset. Furthermore, Parkinson et al. (2003) showed that an AWFC appeared simultaneously with (within 2 min of) substorm onset as determined from magnetometer records. On the other hand, Koustov et al. (2006) considered observations of SAPS-like plasma flows by the King Salmon SD radar and concluded that substantial flows were generated some tens of min after substorm onset as determined from optical, magnetometer Pi2 pulsation and energetic particle observations. It is clear from this quick literature survey that the relationship between SAPS and substorms requires further investigation. Perhaps one important clue is provided by the recent studies that demonstrated a significant variability in the plasma flow velocity within SAPS as well as in the latitudinal extent of SAPS (Foster et al., 2004; Oksavik et al., 2006; Koustov et al., 2006) . Coherent backscatter observations from SD radars such as Bruny Island, King Salmon or Wallops Island are advantageous since measurements are provided on quasi-continuous basis over extended areas of the ionosphere with relatively good spatial (15-45 km) and temporal resolutions (1-2 min). The aim of this study is to investigate the temporal evolution of the SAPS plasma convection velocity/electric field around substorm onset. The specific objectives are (1) to determine the typical time variation of the plasma convection velocity; (2) to find whether different features observed in the data can be manifestations of the same phenomenon at different phases of its temporal evolution; and (3) to study time delays between substorm onset and SAPS onset.
Observations

Dual TIGER radars
In this study, data from the two coherent HF radars that constitute the Tasman International Geophysical Environment Radar (TIGER) dual system are considered. One radar is located on Bruny Island (BI), Tasmania (geographic 43.4 • S, 147.2 • E, with the field-of-view (FoV) centered at boresite of 180 • E of N) and the other radar is near Invercargill, New Zealand (NZ) (46.5 • S, 168.4 • E, with boresite of 227.9 • ). The TIGER BI radar has been operational since 1999 and the TIGER NZ radar, also known as Unwin, has started operations in November 2004. The two radars constitute the most equatorward pair with overlapping FoVs in the SuperDARN array with F-region echoes at magnetic latitudes (MLAT) as low as =60 • S often observed by both radars.
The TIGER radars are similar to other SuperDARN radars, technically and operationally, as described by Greenwald et al. (1995) and more recently by Chisham et al. (2007) . Each radar scans through 16 azimuthal directions (radar beams 0-15) in 3.25 • steps, covering an azimuth range of ∼52 • . The radars measure a 17-lag ACF from which estimates of the Doppler velocity, power, and spectral width of ionospheric echoes in 75 range bins for each of the 16 radar beams are obtained. The Doppler velocity measured corresponds to the line-of-sight or l-o-s irregularity velocity and is, by convention, positive for irregularities propagating towards the radar. The range gate length was 45 km, with the first range gate at 180 km. The sounding frequency is usually fixed somewhere between 9 and 18 MHz.
Event selection and data post-processing
To investigate the plasma flow velocity variation around substorm onset the 6 events were selected using the following algorithm. All ground-scatter echoes were excluded first using the standard SD criteria of low Doppler velocity and low spectral width. The ionospheric echo dataset was cleaned excluding echoes with low signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) P <3 dB, large spectral width W >500 m/s, and very large speed V >2000 m/s. The E-region echoes at short ranges r<765 km and F-region echoes at very large ranges r≥1980 km were also excluded. The database of substorm onsets (Frey and Mende, 2006) was employed for initial event search and the period of November 2004 -December 2005 was considered to find events with simultaneous data from both TIGER radars (November 2004 -present) and substorm onset information (January 2003 -December 2005 in Southern Hemisphere). Isolated substorms (>90 min difference) should have been observed between 08:00-12:00 UT (∼20:00-24:00 MLT) near the TIGER FoV (42.5-62.5 • S, 110-200 • E). The other criterion used was that the zonally-looking TIGER NZ radar should observe more than 1500 echoes with Doppler velocities below −500 m/s (westward velocity exceeding 500 m/s) between 08:00-14:00 UT (∼20:00-02:00 MLT) and =59 • -66 • S. This criterion was adopted to find events with high SAPSlike plasma flow velocities and is similar to other criteria for velocity used in the past (e.g. Spiro et al., 1979; Karlsson et al., 1998; Koustov et al., 2006) . To study time variation near substorm onset another restriction was introduced, i.e. that both TIGER radars should observe no less than 400 echoes in both 10 min preceding substorm onset and 10 min following the onset. The resulting events were examined with respect to location of the region with enhanced velocities relative to the Defense Meteorology Satellite Program (DMSP) precipitation boundaries as illustrated below similar to other recent studies (Koustov et al., 2006; Oksavik et al., 2006) . Table 1 shows the list of events with substorm onset time and location and K p indices indicated. The second column shows the scanning mode of both TIGER radars. In the common mode, the radars scan through successive beam positions (from 0 to 15) with integration time at each position of 7 s with the total scan time of 2 min. In the fast mode, the integration and resolution are 3 and 60 s, respectively. During 4 events, TIGER operated in a special "Trident" mode. This is a "multiple-camping-beam" mode with integration time of 3 s and total scan time of ∼100 s. The 3 camping beams were sampled 6 times in a cycle, with all other beams sampled once.
In the selection process described above, the 5 numbers (number of echoes 10 min before and after substorm onset for both TIGER radars and number of high-velocity echoes for TIGER NZ) had to be above their respective threshold values for each event. To ensure that our selection algorithm was not biased towards events with higher than normal beam sampling rate, for each event all 5 numbers were "normalised" by counting echoes in camping beams, dividing by 6 and adding echoes in non-camping beams. After the "renormalization", only one number for one event has dropped significantly below the threshold value. This calculation and further examination of individual events clearly show that the selection procedure employed has produced true SAPS-like events rather than events with high echo counts simply due to high rate of camping beam sampling. Fig. 1) .
The TIGER 5-min velocity maps for 8 February 2005 for selected frames are shown in Fig. 1 . For each frame, the average velocity was calculated for cells with 2 or more echoes. The time of the frame in UT and in minutes from substorm onset is indicated in the left-top corner of each panel. The DMSP pass with the cross-track ion drift velocities given as coloured vectors is shown in panel (b). The DMSP trajectory was projected from a satellite altitude of around 860 km down to 200 km along the IGRF magnetic field line to account for different altitudes of TIGER and DMSP measurements. The velocity colour scale is the same for both TIGER and DMSP and is given in panel (a). The convection was moderate before the substorm onset, panel (a), with maximum velocities of ∼200 m/s. In panel (b), 17 min after substorm onset, the TIGER NZ velocity at ∼61 • S increased to 500 m/s with the DMSP velocities of 500-700 m/s (one has to bear in mind slightly different locations and look directions for TIGER and DMSP). Importantly, the location of electron precipitation boundary (yellow circle) determined from in-situ particle flux data from SSJ/4 particle detector indicates that an enhanced plasma convection channel evident in both TIGER NZ and DMSP data was located equatorward of the electron precipitation region. In panels (c) and (d), 37 and 67 min after substorm onset, the region with enhanced convection widens and enhanced velocities become evident in the TIGER BI observations in panel (d) . It is important to note that the TIGER NZ velocity showed some increase soon after the substorm whereas TIGER BI showed a similar increase only after 40 min. This feature is examined in more detail later in Sect. 2.4. NZ showed a classical PJ/SAID signature with the ion crosstrack velocities well above 1000 m/s. Maximum DMSP velocities were, again, observed equatorward of the electron precipitation region. A similar feature was observed by DMSP F13 west of TIGER.
Flow velocity variation with time
Examination of the velocity maps in Figs. 1 and 2 shows that the latitudinal position of the flow channel, its width and the flow speed within the channel exhibit significant variations with time. To investigate in more detail the flow speed/electric field strength temporal evolution the following semi-automatic method of velocity determination was developed. For each 5-min frame and for each radar beam, all local maxima in the velocity versus range were found in the magnetic latitude range =59 • -66 • S. The maxima farther from the previous position of the flow channel than 2 • for BI and 1 • for NZ were excluded. The main velocity maximum within the specified range was taken as the maximum l-o-s velocity along the radar beam. These maxima were shown by the tiny green circles in Fig. 2 . The larger latitude range of 2 • for TIGER BI was selected because the tracing algorithm was often loosing track of the channel in the BI data if the same range of 1 • in MLAT was used for both radars.
The main reason for this is that TIGER BI observes in more meridional directions, which results in smaller l-o-s velocities measured for mostly zonal plasma flows. As the velocity maxima along each beam were determined, smaller velocity values for TIGER BI resulted in larger random variations in the latitudinal position of the maxima between successive frames. To keep track of the channel position for both radars, a 2 • -wide range in MLAT was used for TIGER BI. black lines in both panels that show the average velocity in a single beam for each radar. The diamonds show the maximum velocities for up to 16 beams determined as described above. They are also colour-coded in magnetic latitude . The diamonds are generally at the top or bottom (depending on the velocity sign) of the cluster of points corresponding to the data from a specific beam. For this frame, the diamonds also generally follow the trend expected for an Lshell-aligned westward plasma flow with reversal in the BI velocities occurring at φ ∼ = 90 • and negative NZ velocities (receding irregularities). This trend is approximated by the cosine function V 0 cos(φ+φ 0 ) with coefficients V 0 and φ 0 representing the plasma flow speed and direction within the flow channel, respectively. For each 5-min frame, the coefficients V 0 and φ 0 were found from the non-linear least squares best fit to the maximum velocities with initial values for V 0 and φ 0 taken from the previous frame. The average latitudinal position in of the flow channel (over all beams) is also given in each panel. This "all-beam cosine approximation" implies that the flow is mostly homogeneous in longitude/MLT within the channel in the FoV for each TIGER radar. Similar methods were employed by Ruohoniemi et al. (1989) and more recently by Makarevitch et al. (2004) .
The "MLT-homogeneity" assumption sometimes breaks as for the 4 westernmost (low-number) beams of TIGER NZ on the right of panel (b). For some beams, the algorithm has selected the velocity maximum which showed a significant jump in magnetic latitude as compared to neighboring beams which was nevertheless within 1 • or 2 • of the previous position and so met the criteria in magnetic latitude. In all such cases, the "outlying" maxima were manually excluded from the best cosine fit shown by the solid line in Fig. 3 . All maximum velocities that were <100 m/s in magnitude were also excluded. In the following, only the frames that had more than 7(5) valid maxima for BI (NZ) were considered. The condition for NZ was less restrictive given that it was generally more difficult to satisfy the "MLT-homogeneity" condition for the zonally-looking NZ radar, as in Fig. 3 . Figure 4 shows the results of velocity fitting for the entire event of 21 November 2004. The vertical bars are the uncertainties in the fitted parameters V 0 and φ 0 that take into account standard deviations in the average velocities shown by diamonds in Fig. 3 (these uncertainties were not shown in Fig. 3 to make the diagram more readable). One can notice that the plasma flow speed in panel (a) exhibited an initial increase for both radars some time after the substorm onset shown by the vertical line (both green and blue lines start to go up). No delay was observed in the BI data (green line goes up immediately after the substorm onset), while the NZ velocity shows a delay of about 15-20 min, in agreement with Fig. 2 . After that the speed variations were quite similar for both radars. The velocity reached maximum at 10:30-11:00 UT or 90-120 min after substorm onset, again in agreement with the individual velocity maps (Fig. 2d) . The flow direction was on average roughly along the L-shell, although uncertainties in the NZ data were quite large after One can also observe some rotation of the channel in the BI data with the easternmost beams 10-15 (green dash-dotted line) detecting a more equatorward location. This is in agreement with the TIGER NZ observations: TIGER NZ is located eastward of TIGER BI and so some difference between latitudinal positions can be explained by a finite rotation of the flow channel from the L-shell direction (the flow channel is located at lower latitudes at later MLTs).
The fitted "all-beam" velocities have been calculated for all 6 events considered and in Fig. 5 the results for the fitted plasma flow speed V 0 are presented as a function of time from the substorm onset. The TIGER BI (NZ) fitted velocity is shown by the red (black) line. To put the results of the fitting into the context of actual l-o-s velocity measurements and check whether they make sense, Fig. 5 also shows all TIGER NZ velocity l-o-s measurements colour-coded in magnetic latitude as shown in panel (b). The events are sorted according to the shape of the velocity time variation rather than sequentially as in Table 1 . The substorm onsets are shown by the vertical line. The digits on the left show the geographic longitude of the substorm onset. One should bear in mind that the fitted velocity is calculated using observations within the channel only, while Fig. 5 shows all velocity measurements.
In all events, the fitted NZ velocity (black) generally follows the bottom envelope of the NZ l-o-s velocity. Occasionally, this feature is not observed as in panel (a), 40 min before substorm, when a relatively short-lived velocity spike is seen. In all such cases, the diagrams similar to Fig. 3 were checked to confirm that the calculated fitted velocity was of reasonable quality. In all events but the first one, the velocity exhibited a marked increase near substorm onset. On 25 November 2004, panel (a) , velocity started to increase well before the substorm (40-60 min) so that near substorm onset velocities were already elevated to ∼ 1000-1400 m/s. After substorm onset no significant increase in velocity was observed, rather some decrease was seen so that 20 min after substorm onset velocities were 600-800 m/s. One should note though that this event was characterized by a particular low magnetic latitude of the flow channel (as low as 60 • ). It is possible that some of the decrease seen was simply due to the fact that the flow channel moved to closer ranges corresponding to E-region scatter since the E-region irregularity velocity is known to be significantly reduced compared to F-region convection velocities (Makarevitch et al., 2004 ).
In the events that did show an increase near substorm onset, the trends differed from event to event, with two events, panels (b) and (c), showing velocity reaching maximum within 20-40 min from substorm and with three other events, panels (d)-(f), showing more gradual increase with some variation. On 19 February 2005, panel (b) , velocities started to increase ∼5 min before substorm onset. On the other hand, positive delays between substorm onset and the timing of the initial increase in the TIGER NZ velocity were observed in all other events but one. One should note though that during the latter event, on 09 February 2005, panel (e), the velocity increase less than 10 min after substorm onset was small and well within uncertainties. A large positive delay of >40 min was observed in the BI velocities on 8 February 2005, panel (f).
The last observation is consistent with the presentation of Fig. 1c that showed that 37-42 min after substorm onset the BI velocities were comparable with pre-substorm levels and smaller than velocities measured by TIGER NZ. The opposite delay was observed in Fig. 2 , with the TIGER NZ velocity being smaller than that measured by TIGER BI 13 min into the substorm expansion phase, panel (b), despite the more zonal look direction of TIGER NZ. The BI velocity increase preceding that in the NZ velocity was also observed in Fig. 5d . Moreover, from Fig. 5 it appears that a similar feature is present in panel (b)-(d), with the red line to the left of the black line near substorm onset. The opposite effect is seen in panels (e)-(f). Looking at the geographic longitude of the substorm onset (left of vertical line), one can notice that the last two substorms were detected a considerable distance east of the TIGER FoV, whereas in panels (b)-(d) the substorm locations were at or west of that shown in Fig. 2b , and hence either within or westward of the FoV.
To further test that the observed delays between fitted velocities inferred from the two TIGER radars represent the data reasonably well, the BI and NZ velocities were compared directly. Taking into account that individual velocities in Fig. 5 are the l-o-s (cosine) components of the plasma velocity and that the flow within the channel is to the first approximation along the L shell, the TIGER velocities measured were divided by the cosine component of the L-shell angle φ to estimate 2-D plasma drift speed. The same approach is used routinely in the MH ISR observations (Foster and Vo, 2002) . Figure 6 shows the results of a comparison between the NZ and BI plasma drift speeds in the same format as in Fig. 5 . Instead of showing the scatter plot (which is extremely busy), in this presentation a 2-D occurrence distribution diagram is used. The colour of each cell in the plot represents the difference between counts detected by the NZ and BI radars according to the colour scheme in panel (a). The bin widths were 2 min in time and 50 m/s in plasma drift speed. If this number is positive (red to yellow) this means that the NZ radar detected more echoes with given values of speed and during given 2-min interval. Otherwise, the BI radar detected more echoes (green to dark blue). To compare velocities for directions closest to L-shell where the uncertainties in the speed estimates in this method are minimal, the BI velocities in beams 7-15 only were counted (L-shell angles 50 • -80 • ). To compare with mostly negative NZ velocities, the BI velocities were reversed.
One can notice that an increase in the BI velocity precedes that in the NZ velocity near substorm onset in panel (a) with negative difference in counts (green cells) peaking ∼20 min after substorm and 10 min before the positive difference (red cells) peaked. The opposite effect is observed in panel (b), with the BI velocities (green cells) exhibiting an increase only ∼ 50 min after substorm onset, in sharp contrast with the NZ velocities (red and yellow cells) that reach 800-1000 m/s 10-20 min after substorm in agreement with Fig. 5f . One can conclude that the above delays are not simply an artefact of the fitting procedure. As will be argued in Sect. 3.2, these delays are likely to be due to the finite propagation time from the substorm injection location to the position of the radars. 
Discussion
On the nature of high-velocity plasma flows seen by TIGER
The high plasma flow velocities of ∼1500 m/s observed by the newly-deployed zonally-looking TIGER New Zealand radar at magnetic latitudes of =59 • -66 • S are a striking feature of the F-region plasma convection. They exhibit significant variability in the flow speed (and hence in the electric field strength) and latitudinal extent, Figs. 1 and 2. Comparison with the simultaneously observed high-velocity flows by the TIGER Bruny Island revealed that these flows are undoubtedly the same feature observed previously with the TIGER BI radar (Parkinson et al., 2003) . The innovation of this study is that we report the first dual radar observations of the SAPS-like plasma flows. These observations provide important information on the time evolution of the subauroral electric fields as these are estimated on a quasi-continuous basis in the two closely-separated areas so that time delays and propagation associated with the flow channel formation can be investigated. This study also takes the first step towards the proper superposed epoch analysis of the substormassociated subauroral electric fields. The first important observation is that the enhanced flows were seen equatorward of the electron precipitation region as the DMSP observations showed. Because of the limited DMSP coverage, there was no exact coincidence between the DMSP cross-track ion drift velocities and the TIGER l-o-s irregularity velocities. One has to bear in mind also that even with the best experimental configuration used for comparison (highly homogeneous flows and closely-matched look directions) no exact match is seen (Drayton et al., 2005) . However, striking similarities between the latitudinal profiles and strengths of the flow channel as seen by DMSP and TIGER demonstrate that a flow channel can become a classical PJ/SAID at later stages of its evolution (Fig. 2d) and hence should be incorporated into the definition of SAPS. A conclusion similar to the latter has been recently reached by Oksavik et al. (2006) for observations of the flow channels at =57 • -61 • N with the Wallops Island SD radar. The magnetic latitudes in the range 61 • -64 • S, the corresponding typical K p values of 3-4 and generally equatorward motion are all in good agreement with the average characteristics of SAPS for this time sector reported by Foster and Vo (2002) (see their Fig. 3) .
The second result of this study is that the SAPS appears to exist for at least two substorm cycles. In all events but one, clear signatures of the flow channel were observed long before the substorm onset, Fig. 5 , even though for most events velocities were significantly reduced during the growth phase (Fig. 5b, e, f) . For one event, when no clear signature of the flow channel was observed before the substorm onset (Fig. 5d) , the DMSP ion drift observations revealed that a very weak (∼200 m/s) but narrow, SAID-like signature existed just before the substorm onset. Recently Mishin and Mishin (2007) presented one example of a storm-time substorm event when a pre-existing SAPS intensified within ∼10 min after the onset. Earlier Anderson et al. (1993) argued that a weak, "fossil"-like channel with marginally enhanced convection can remain dormant from previous substorm cycle and be capable of increasing rapidly in the electric field strength when a newly-generated polarization electric field is imposed on the low-conductivity region after the next substorm injection. A related feature of fossil trough in the nighttime F region formed by the substorm-related enhancements in the dusk-side convection and then persisting through the midnight sector was described by Evans et al. (1983) . It is possible that this mechanism is at play more often than originally thought, which could explain our observations, although more modelling effort is required to answer this question definitively. Our observations also suggest that care should be exercised when introducing a threshold in the plasma drift speed/electric field as one of the criteria for PJ/SAID identification. The lower-than-threshold flows may well have existed before the substorm onset while being essentially the same phenomenon. Our observations thus support the idea that it makes more sense to talk about the time-varying electric fields within SAPS rather than about any feature that exhibits large enough convection velocity and hence has a clear onset. This is in line with a more relaxed definition of SAID proposed recently by Huang et al. (2006) according to which SAID are simply latitudinally narrow (1 • -2 • ) "spiky" intensifications of the westward flow irrespectively of their velocity magnitude.
SAPS electric fields near substorm onset
In all events but one, the plasma velocity started to increase near substorm onset. In 4 events, this increase occurred after onset, while in one event, Fig. 5b , the increase preceded the substorm onset by 5-10 min. This result is opposite to that reported for auroral, reconnection-related convection near substorm onset in the midnight sector that exhibits an enhancement a few minutes before the substorm onset and a marked decrease at the substorm onset (see, for example, recent paper by Bristow and Jensen, 2007, and references therein) . This suggests that the plasma convection at subauroral latitudes is driven by a mechanism different from tailreconnection. Although no estimates of the 2-D plasma velocity as a function of time were reported previously, our results are consistent with the l-o-s velocity variation presented by Koustov et al. (2006) for one event observed with the King Salmon SD radar that showed a velocity increase starting at the substorm onset (see their Fig. 5a ). It has been also shown that the azimuthal velocities are maximized 10-20 min after substorm in the late afternoon sector (Provan et al., 2004) and near ∼21:00 MLT on a statistical basis (Koustov et al., 2006) .
In our observations, the only event that did not exhibit any noticeable increase near substorm onset was 25 November 2004, Fig. 5a . In fact, this scatter plot and examination of the velocity maps and velocity-angle plots analogous to Fig. 3 suggest that some decrease was seen. The substorm onset identification at 10:06 UT by IMAGE is supported by Los Alamos National Laboratory (LANL) geostationary satellite observations of energetic particles. These showed a clear dispersionless injection at this time detected by the LANL- 97A and 1994-084 satellites. Another dispersionless injection was seen by the same pair of satellites at ∼9:13 UT or 53 min before the substorm onset, which is in good agreement with the time when the velocity increase was observed by TIGER, Fig. 5a . AE index variation and magnetometer observations on Macquarie Island (not shown here) also support the idea that another substorm has occurred 53 min before the one at 10:06 UT. Thus the absence of a clear velocity increase near 10:06 UT is unlikely to be due to an error in the substorm onset timing and is possibly due to this substorm not being isolated with the velocity variation being affected by the previous substorm cycle. Analysis of events with a velocity increase near substorm onset, Fig. 5b-f , showed that the response time of the electric field within the flow channel to the substorm onset was variable from −5 (Fig. 5b ) to +40 min ( Fig. 5f for BI radar). It was noted that this response time appeared to depend on the location of the substorm onset with longer delays observed for substorm onsets eastward of the TIGER FoV. As geographic longitude of the substorm onset increased from Fig. 5b to Fig. 5f , the delays were generally larger. Thus almost instantaneous (within 5 min) responses were observed by the BI radar in Fig. 5b-d , whereas in Fig. 5e and f the response times were considerably longer. This was generally the case for the NZ radar as well although the largest delay was observed in Fig. 5d . It was also noted that the BI velocity increase preceded that in the NZ velocity when substorm onsets occurred within or westward of the TIGER FoV, Fig. 5b-d . The fact that the delay in the NZ velocity in Fig. 5d was the largest or at least comparable to that in Fig. 5f , while the substorm onset location was much closer in zonal direction, suggests that factor(s) other than simply distance in the zonal direction may be important. From Fig. 2b , no high-velocity echoes were seen by the NZ radar eastward and equatorward of the substorm onset location with simultaneous high-velocity echoes observed by the BI radar westward and equatorward of that. This suggests that the propagation velocity of the region with high electric fields was predominantly westward in this case. Westward propagation velocity is also suggested by Fig. 5e and f.
Our observations support the notion that high-velocity plasma flows are driven by the polarization electric field due to charge separation during substorm development as discussed below. After the substorm injection the energetic protons penetrate deeper into the inner magnetosphere than the electrons under the combined action of the convection electric field and the curvature-gradient drift (Southwood and Wolf, 1978) . The protons from the initial injection region drift westward and inward/equatorward near magnetic midnight (e.g. Galperin, 2002) . Consequently the region with enhanced electric field should expand westward and equatorward in the midnight sector of interest. Figure 7 illustrates this situation showing the injection region, the proton trajectories and the TIGER FoV for four cases. In case (a), the initial injection region shown by the gradient-filled oval is eastward of the TIGER FoV. The injected protons drift westward and equatorward, enter the TIGER FoV and the polarization field is established with some delay. The delays between the velocity increases measured by the two radars will vary depending on the magnetic latitude and shape of the injection region but generally TIGER NZ should detect an increase sooner. This case refers to Fig. 5e and f. In case (b), the protons from the injection region enter the TIGER BI FoV at subauroral latitudes first with the protons from the equatorward and eastward edge (upper blue arrow) following, which results in the BI velocity increase preceding that of the NZ velocity, Fig. 5c and d. In case (c), the injection is westward of the TIGER FoV and no polarization field is observed there, which possibly refers to Fig. 5a . Finally, when the centre of the substorm onset is also westward but the injection region is sufficiently large to extend across both TIGER BI and NZ FoVs, panel (d) , the polarization field is established almost simultaneously in these areas and this is a possible explanation for the data presented in Fig. 5b .
The time evolution of the electric fields after the initial increase "phase" was similar as seen by both TIGER radars in most events. After the initial increase, the velocity was either reaching the maximum monotonically as in Fig. 5b and c or more gradually with some variations as in Fig. 5d-f . The maximum velocity was observed a few tens of min after the substorm onset, from 20 min in Fig. 5b to over 90 min in Fig. 5d . This result is in agreement with that reported by Koustov et al. (2006) .
Our observations suggest that the time variation of the electric field within the SAPS is a two-stage process. During the first phase, the velocity is mostly controlled by the polarization electric field being established in the subauroral ionosphere. In the second phase, the electric field variation is likely to be affected by the ionosphere-magnetosphere positive feedback processes during which the strong electric field decreases the conductance, with the decreasing conductance reinforcing the electric field (see, for example, the recent review by Wolf et al., 2007 , and references therein). Consequently, how the electric field will vary with time at a particular location in the second phase may depend on the ionospheric conditions at this location. Similar processes are believed to be responsible for time variation of the SAPS electric fields during substantial geomagnetic storms with the "main" SAPS electric field produced by the radial separation between ions and electrons associated with ring current enhancement and with rapidly-changing SAID-like perturbations produced by the ionospheric feedback instability (e.g. Foster et al., 2004; Oksavik et al., 2006) .
A possible complicating factor is additional injections of the energetic ions during substorm intensifications following the main substorm injection which can reinforce the polarization electric field. To check whether any such additional injections occurred in our events, we analyzed the proton fluxes measured by the Synchronous Orbit Particle Analyzer (SOPA) onboard of the geostationary satellite LANL 1994-084, a closest satellite in MLT to our observational sector. Figure 8 shows the TIGER fitted velocities (reversed as compared to Fig. 5 ) and the proton fluxes in an arbitrary logarithmic scale for the 5 events for which the LANL 1994-084 proton fluxes were available. The first feature to note is a dispersionless injection of protons at −53 min, Fig. 8a , observed almost simultaneously with the increase in TIGER NZ velocity. This observation once again confirms our conclusion that the velocity increase before substorm onset at 10:06 UT was due to another substorm that occurred 53 min earlier. The second observation is that the vertical line corresponds to a dispersionless proton injection for every event for which a velocity increase was seen as expected. One should note that there is a dispersionless injection in the SOPA electron data for the first event as well (not shown) with no proton counterpart, Fig. 8a , which is a possible reason why no velocity increase was observed for this event. An interesting feature is observed in Fig. 8b where proton fluxes start to increase ∼5 min before the substorm onset. This was also the event when the velocity increase occurred 5-10 min before the substorm, which provides an important clue to why this may have happened. Sergeev et al. (1998) have reported observations of the two-layer injection front detected with the CRRES satellite at 5 R E with a dispersionless proton front preceding that of the electrons. The time delay was 4 min which is in good agreement with our observations. This provides additional support to the direct association between the plasma velocity increase and proton injections near substorm onset. Fig. 8d and e also show that the velocity increases detected by both TIGER radars ∼55 and 60 min after the substorm onset, in events shown in panels (d) and (e), respectively, were preceded by the dispersionless increases in the proton flux ∼45 and 42 min after the substorm onset, in panels (d) and (e), respectively, which suggests that the association between the plasma velocity increase and proton injections may exist for subsequent intensification/proton injections as well.
Similar to the SAPS electric fields, the meridional motions of the SAPS peak also exhibited some variability. Analysis of the diagrams analogous to Fig. 4c for all 6 events (not presented here) shows that in two events (21 and 25 November 2004), the SAPS steadily migrated equatorward, while in other two (8 and 9 February 2005) it was mostly stationary in magnetic latitude. The SAPS equatorward migration is not unexpected and can be explained by the energetic protons penetrating to lower L shells. One must bear in mind though that some (or all) of it can be an apparent effect due to the SAPS being at more equatorward locations at later MLTs (Foster and Vo, 2002) . As the radars move towards magnetic midnight they sample the SAPS at more equatorward locations. The absence of any substantial movement in some events is difficult to explain through either of these effects but may be, again, suggestive of the two-stage nature of the SAPS development with the ionosphere-magnetosphere coupling processes possibly playing a substantial role in the second stage.
Summary and Conclusions
The first quasi-continuous observations of the localized highvelocity F-region plasma flows at =59 • -66 • S by the dual TIGER HF radars near substorm onset were presented. Six events were selected during which TIGER detected both a large number of high-velocity echoes and a substantial number of echoes near the substorm onset. A comparison with the simultaneously observed DMSP signatures showed that the flow channels extend equatorward of the electron precipitation region and that they can become classical PJ/SAID at later stages of their evolution. Hence it was argued that AWFC should be incorporated into a definition of SAPS.
A semi-automatic method of the plasma velocity derivation was developed using iterative fitting to the maximum velocities detected within SAPS. Analysis of the time variation of the plasma velocity around substorm onset showed that the SAPS appeared not to have a clear onset, rather they existed in a dormant state before the substorm onset. The plasma velocity typically exhibited an increase near substorm onset with variable response times, from −5 to +40 min. These results suggested that the SAPS channel exists independently of the substorm-related processes which simply reinforce the plasma convection after the substorm onset. The result showing plasma velocity increase after substorm onset was opposite to that reported for auroral convection in the midnight sector for which a sharp decrease at the substorm onset is seen. This suggested that the plasma convection at auroral and subauroral latitudes is driven by different mechanisms.
The shape of velocity variation with time and the response time to the substorm onset varied from event to event, with some events showing a substantial monotonic increase within 20-40 min from the substorm onset and with others showing a more gradual increase with some variation. The response times exhibited some dependence on the substorm onset location with longer delays observed for substorm onsets that were detected eastward of TIGER. The analysis of the response times detected by the two closelyseparated TIGER radars suggested that the region with enhanced velocities expands westward and equatorward following the energetic ions that drift from the substorm injection region. Examination of the LANL proton fluxes measured at geostationary orbit showed that the velocity increase was associated with the dispersionless ion injection including the case when the velocity increase started before the substorm onset (negative response time). The time variation of the electric fields within the SAPS suggests that it is a two-stage process. The initial velocity increase is associated with the establishment of the polarization electric field near substorm onset with delays dependent on the location of the ion injection region. The time evolution following the initial increase may depend on both the ionospheric conditions through the ionosphere-magnetosphere coupling processes and additional supply of energetic ions during subsequent intensifications.
